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This Fifth Edition is completely revised and expanded to cover JavaScript as it is used in today's

Web 2.0 applications. This book is both an example-driven programmer's guide and a

keep-on-your-desk reference, with new chapters that explain everything you need to know to get the

most out of JavaScript, including: Scripted HTTP and AjaxXML processingClient-side graphics

using the canvas tagNamespaces in JavaScript--essential when writing complex programsClasses,

closures, persistence, Flash, and JavaScript embedded in Java applicationsPart I explains the core

JavaScript language in detail. If you are new to JavaScript, it will teach you the language. If you are

already a JavaScript programmer, Part I will sharpen your skills and deepen your understanding of

the language.Part II explains the scripting environment provided by web browsers, with a focus on

DOM scripting with unobtrusive JavaScript. The broad and deep coverage of client-side JavaScript

is illustrated with many sophisticated examples that demonstrate how to:Generate a table of

contents for an HTML documentDisplay DHTML animationsAutomate form validationDraw dynamic

pie chartsMake HTML elements draggableDefine keyboard shortcuts for web applicationsCreate

Ajax-enabled tool tipsUse XPath and XSLT on XML documents loaded with AjaxAnd much

morePart III is a complete reference for core JavaScript. It documents every class, object,

constructor, method, function, property, and constant defined by JavaScript 1.5 and ECMAScript

Version 3.Part IV is a reference for client-side JavaScript, covering legacy web browser APIs, the

standard Level 2 DOM API, and emerging standards such as the XMLHttpRequest object and the

canvas tag.More than 300,000 JavaScript programmers around the world have madethis their

indispensable reference book for building JavaScript applications."A must-have reference for expert

JavaScript programmers...well-organized and detailed."-- Brendan Eich, creator of JavaScript
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The previous edition of this book, 4th edition, remained at arm's length at all times at work and

rescued me repeatedly from various day-to-day JavaScript challenges. It has become tattered from

rigorous use. I always loved how the book was organized, with the first half as a walk through the

entire gamut of JavaScript's workings -- tutorials, walk-thrus, code samples, cross-browser issues,

and practical solutions -- and the second half of the book as a complete JavaScript language and

DOM reference. That already very useful format has actually been improved upon. David has

combined the DOM API reference and client-side JavaScript reference into a single alphabetized

section. Now that I think about it, I did find myself flipping back and forth a lot in the previous edition,

so this is a welcome improvement. Each object, property, and method contains a helpful

"availability" of that item. This may be the standards spec it came from [DOM Level 2 HTML,

ECMAScript v1], the JavaScript version in which it emerged [JavaScript 1.0], or a list of browser

versions, if it is a proprietary feature. This is critical info to have at-a-glance - could perhaps save

you 2 days of work implementing a non-standard, IE-specific JavaScript feature, when you could

have been coding the standards-compliant equivalent. David has removed a lot of the deprecated,

not-widely-adopted DOM interfaces that no longer apply to modern browsers. David has also moved

focus away from some of the more oddball DOM interfaces that have been replaced by more

sensible JavaScript objects that implement those interfaces, for example,

window.getComputedStyle() rather than AbstractView.getComputedStyle(). In other words, David

has removed all of the "stuff that still exists, but you no longer need to worry about".

First off, this is a review of the 5th edition, released August 1, 2006. All other reviews prior to that

date are talking about previous editions of this book, which are considerably different than the

current one.The reason the various editions of this book have been so good over the last ten years

is probably because they have all been written by the same author, David Flanagan, who seems to

really know his audience. Part one of the book is pretty much the same as in the previous edition. It

acts as a complete tutorial on the language, taking you all the way from basic language constructs

into object-oriented programming and finally basic scripting.Where things get really interesting and

cutting edge is in part two of the book, "Client-Side Javascript". Most of the examples we've seen so



far, while legal JavaScript code, had no particular context - they were JavaScript fragments that ran

in no specified environment. Chapters 13 and 14, "Javascript in Web Browsers", and "Scripting

Browser Windows" provide that context. This begins with a conceptual introduction to the web

browser programming environment and basic client-side JavaScript concepts. Next, it discusses

how to embed JavaScript code within HTML documents so it can run in a web browser. Finally, the

chapter goes into detail about how JavaScript programs are executed in a web browser.Next, the

book turns its attention to the Document Object Model (DOM). Client-side JavaScript exists to turn

static HTML documents into interactive programs. It is the Document object that gives JavaScript

interactive access to the content of otherwise static documents.
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